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Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a commutative field k. 
Throughout, by a module we mean a finite-dimensional right module. A 
module T, is called a tilting module [IO] if: 
P-1) pd T/, < 1, 
(T2) Ext:(T, 7’) = 0, 
(T3) There is a short exact sequence O--+ A, + Ti + TJ + 0 with T’, 
T” direct sums of summands of T,. 
Let B = End T, . T, is splitting if every indecomposable B-module N, is 
such that either IV@, T= 0, or Tor y(N, T) = 0. A finite-dimensional k- 
algebra B is iterated tilted (called “generalized tilted” in [ 11) if: 
(1) There exists a sequence of algebras A,, A, ,..., A, = B with A, 
hereditary. 
(2) There exists a sequence of splitting tilting modules 7”‘: 
(O<i<m-l)suchthatEndT’,‘j=Ai+,. 
B is of type d, for a valued graph A, if A, is the tensor algebra of an 
oriented valued graph, with non-oriented underlying graph A. The iterated 
tilted algebras of type A, were already classified in [ 11. We now prove the 
following theorems: 
THEOREM (1). Let k be a perfect field. A connected basic finite- 
dimensional k-algebra is an iterated tilted algebra of type IB, if and only ifit 
is given by a k-species Z = (Fi, iit4j)iSjE, with a relation ideal R = oi,,j Rij 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) The graph G of Z is a tree. 
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(2) There is a vertex i, such that FiO = F, and for all i f i,, Fj = E, 
where E and F are two skew Jields, finite-dimensional over k and such that 
dim FE = 2. Moreover, if iMj # 0, iMj = PEEE for i = i,, flj = EEF for j = i, , 
and $Lj = vEE otherwise. 
(3) The vertex i, has at most two neighbours i and j, and, tf it is so, 
then i -+ i, + j and there is a relation on the subspecies 
given by an epimorphism EEF @ rEE + EEE. 
(4) All relations are of length two, and the only relations besides the 
one in (3) are the zero-relations. 
(5) Each vertex of G has at most four neighbours. 
(6) If a vertex 1 has four neighbours, then G contains a full connected 
subgraph of the form 
5 
\y2 
i( 2 i4 
with the zero-relations iM, @ ,Mi, and i,M, @ ,Miz. 
(7) If a vertex 1 has three neighbours, then G contains a full connected 
subgraph of one of the forms 
=2 
t 
i-t-i or 1 3 
l2 
1 
i-a-i 
I 3 
with the zero-relation ijM, @ ,Mi,. 
THEOREM (2). Let k be a perfect field. A connected basic finite- 
dimensional k-algebra is an iterated tilted algebra of type C, if and only if it 
is given by a k-species Z = (Fi, tlt4j)i,jp, with a relation ideal R = oi,,t iRi 
satisfying the conditions (l), (4), (5), (6), (7) of Theorem (1) and; 
(2) There is a vertex i, such that FiO = E, and for all i f i,, Fi = F, 
where E and F are two skew fields, finite-dimensional over k, and such that 
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dim FE = 2. Moreover, if &fj # 0, Jfj = ,.E, for j = i,, iFi = EE,. for i = i, 
and $fj = EEE otherwise. 
(3) The vertex i, has at most two neighbours i and j and, if it is so, 
then i -+ i, + j and there is a relation on the subspecies 
defined by an epimorphism FEE @ EEF -+ ,\F,.. 
In the course of the proof, another characterization of these algebras is 
given, this time in terms of their Auslander-Reiten graphs. We shall also 
discuss some general properties of the iterated tilted algebras. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. NOTATIONS. The category of finite-dimensional right modules over 
the k-algebra A (k a commutative field) will be denoted by mod A. Given a 
module MA, we shall denote its length by /MI and its projective dimension 
by pdM. The simple A-modules will be denoted by S(i), where i runs 
through the fixed index set { 1,2 . . . n}, and we shall let P(i) and I(i) be, 
respectively, the projective cover and the injective hull of S(i). The 
dimension-vector dim M of an A-module M is an n-tuple defined by 
(dim M>i = I Hom,(P(i)y WE”~ P(i) I = I End mHom,(M, I(i)X 
The support Supp M of M is the set of all i such that (dim M)i # 0. 
1.2. We shall use here most of the properties of the Auslander-Reiten 
sequences such as can be found in [2] or (31. The Auslander-Reiten graph 
r, of the algebra A is defined as follows: the vertices are the isomorphism 
classes [M] of indecomposable A-modules, and there is an arrow [M] + [N] 
provided there exists an irreducible map M-+ N. Finally, this arrow is 
endowed with the valuation (dMN, dh,) where 
Here, Irr(M, N) denotes the bimodule of irreducible maps [ 121. Thus, r, is a 
valued graph (cf. [6] or [7]). Let 5 = DTr be the Auslander-Reiten trans- 
lation, then each arrow a: (M] + [N] with N non-projective is paired with an 
arrow oa: [rN] + [Ml. 
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FIGURE 1 
f, may also be considered as part of a two-dimensional cell complex, with 
edges both the underlying edges of the arrows, as well as additional edges 
[L] -+ [N] for each Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + L -+ M -+ N + 0. Finally, 
there are triangles of the form shown in Fig. 1 in case Mi is an indecom- 
posable summand of M in the Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 -+ L -+ M -+ 
N-10 (cf. Ill]). 
1.3. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over the commutative field k, 
TA be a tilting module, and B = End T, . We consider the following two full 
subcategories of mod A: K(T,) of all modules generated by T, and X7(T4) 
of all modules MA such that Hom,(T, M) = 0. Always, the pair 
(iF(T,),.F(T,)) forms a torsion theory for mod A. There are two 
corresponding full subcategories of mod B, namely, .S(T,) of all modules 
N, such that NOB T= 0, and jP(T,) of all modules NR such that 
TorT(N, 7’) = 0. We have the following: 
THEOREM OF BRENNER-BUTLER [IO]. Let T, be a tilting module with 
End TA = B. Then t,T is also a tilting module, and A = End BT, canonically. 
Moreover, we have equivalences of subcategories a(T,) 2; y(T,) under the 
restrictions of the functors Hom,(T, -) and -Be T, and sT(TA) z S(T,) 
under the restrictions of the functors Ext,!,(T, -) and TorT(-, 7’). 
Most of the time, we shall consider tilting modules which are multiplicity- 
free (that is, such that their distinct indecomposable summands are non- 
isomorphic). 
If B = End TA for a tilting module TA over a hereditary algebra A, then B 
is called a tilted algebra. 
THEOREM [lo]. Let A be a hereditary algebra, T, be a tilting module 
and B=EndT,. Then @VA>, Y(TA)) is a splitting torsion theory in 
mod B. 
2. BOUNDEN SPECIES 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let k be a commutative field, Z = (Fi, $4j)i:j,, be a k- 
species [S], and T(Z) its tensor algebra. An ideal R of T(Z) IS called a 
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relation ideal if it is contained in rad* T(Z). The factor algebra A = T(Z)/R 
is then said to be given by the k-species Z with relation R, or the bounden k- 
species (Z, R). The algebra A is called a graph algebra. 
Given a pair (i,j) E I x 1, the relation ideal R defines an Fi - Fj 
subbimodule iRj = FiRFj of the Fi - Fj bimodule @j = F, T(C) Fj. Each iR,i 
is called a relation on Z. Clearly, R = @i,j pj. A relation iRj is of length 1 if 
,Rj c rad’ T(C) but iRj & rad ‘+ ’ T(Z). It is minimal if it is of length Z, and 
the shortest path from i to j is of length 1. It is a zero-relation if iRj = flj. 
Observe that Rj determines uniquely a bimodule epimorphism 
Rj: &?j+ ~j/iRj which can be used to define the relation. 
The relations will be represented in the graph of the species Z as follows: 
if Rj is a (minimal) relation from the vertex i to the vertex j, it is denoted by 
a dotted line from i to j, attached to which is the map ipj. 
A representation of Z (cf. [7] or [8]) is said to be bound by R, or to be a 
bound representation if the associated T(Z)-module is annihilated by the 
ideal R. Thus we have an equivalence between the category mod(T(Z)/R) of 
(right, finite-dimensional) T(X)/R-modules, and the category of all represen- 
tations of Z bound by R. 
2.2. If the field k is perfect, then any finite-dimensional basic algebra A 
is given by a bounden species. For, A = A/rad A is separable, and by 
Wedderburn’s theorem [S], the canonical surjection A -+/1 splits. Let 
’ = (Fly iMj)i,je, be the species of A, that is, write ,4 = ni,, Fi, and 
decompose the A -A bimodule A4 = rad A/rad* A in Fi - Fj bimodules 
M = @i,j +Mj. We want to define a surjective algebra homomorphism 
tp: T(C) -+ A. It suffices of course to define p on /1@ M. Let XI ,..., X,,, be a k- 
basis of M consisting of a union of bases of the +Vj and let us choose a basis 
x,,..., x, of some supplementary k-subspace of rad* A in rad A. We then 
define, for each primitive idempotent e, of A, o(ei) = e, (where, on the right, 
.4 is considered as a k-subspace of A), and we also put p(Ti) = x,~ for 
1 <j < m. This defines a unique algebra homomorphism rp: T(Z) -+ A which 
is clearly surjective. It is also clear, by construction, that Ker rp E rad* T(C). 
2.3. We shall now, as an illustration, represent all the (basic, connected) 
tilted algebras of the Dynkin graph F, by bounden k-species, where k is a 
perfect field. In any such algebra, only two skew fields appear, which we 
shall denote by E and F. Both are finite-dimensional over the common 
central subfield k, and dim FE = 2. Four types of relations occur in these 
tilted algebras, namely: 
a. The zero-relations. 
b. The commutativity relations defined by diagonal bimodule 
epimorphisms p’: EEF @ EEF --) EEF and p”: ,E, @ PE, -+ ,.E,. 
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c. The relation defined on the subspecies E + F + E by a bimodule 
epimorphism p: EE,; @ ,,.E, + bIE,. 
d. The relation defined on the subspecies F + E + F by a bimodule 
epimorphism 71: FE, @ EE,: + ,,.F,, .
The algebras are now listed (non-oriented edges can be oriented 
arbitrarily): 
1. F-F-E-E 2. F-F-E-E 
-\ \ 
-0 
*' -_ ' 
0- 
3. E- E,yF?,F 4. E-E---wF-+F 
Or -by I' 
0- 
5. FeF+E+.E 
'- -o-' 
r 
7. 
FT-E+-F ,’ ._ ,- 
ll- 
11. ELF-F-E 
'x _ , -'$---' 
O- .F 
17. 
Kr J 
E+F 
\ \ 
“9 -- 
6. F-F-E-E I 
'. __- _-' 
0 
8. E-F-F 
'\ ,' -_ , .- ,+-' 
10. E -ep”--- F 
12. F-E-E-F 
--- , ---n*' 
----O__ 
' - n- \ 
-\ 
14. ;'i-- E t F 4--'i \ --.+-' 
-O---E 
16. FLE 
dF 
/O----F 
18. E'-pf 
x-+>E 
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3. ITERATED TILTED ALGEBRAS 
3.1. DEFINITION (1). Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra, a tilting 
module TA is said to be a splitting tilting module if the torsion theory 
@-‘(T/A S’V’J) in mod B is splitting. 
DEFINITION (2). Given a hereditary finite-dimensional k-algebra A, a 
going-down tilting series from A, (A i, pi)& N is defined to consist of a family 
of k-algebras Ai, and a family of spliking tilting modules pi,! such that 
A,=,4 and Ai+, =End T(Aij. 
DEFINITION (3). A finite-dimensional k-algebra B will be called iterated 
tilted if there exists a hereditary algebra A, a going-down tilting series 
(Ai, r’,ii’)i,, from A, and an m E N such that B = A,,,. 
B will be called iterated tilted of type A, for a (non-oriented) valued graph 
A, if A is the tensor algebra of an oriented valued graph, with non-oriented 
underlying graph A. 
An example of an iterated tilted algebra (of type F4) which is not tilted is 
given by the algebra C of the bounden species: 
where E, F are as in (2.3). In fact, C and its opposite algebra are the only 
(basic, connected) iterated tilted algebras of type F, which are not tilted. 
3.2. In a going-down tilting series (Ai, T/,!)icM, the Auslander-Reiten 
sequences of mod A i+, can be completely characterized in terms of those of 
modAi: 
THEOREM. Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra, T, , a splitting tilting 
module, and B = End TA . Let 0 + L + M+ N + 0 be an Auslander-Reiten 
sequence in mod B. We have three possible cases: 
(i) It is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in $?(TA). 
(ii) It is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in .F(T,). 
(iii) It is a sequence of the form: 
O+Hom,(T,I)+ Hom,(T, I/socI)@ Ext,!,(T,radP)-+ Exti(T,P)+ 0, 
where the indecomposable projective P, is not a sum of summands of TA, 
and IA is the injective hull of Pjrad P. 
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Indeed, the proof of [4 ], made under the assumption that A is hereditary, 
is still valid if we replace this assumption by the weaker one that T, is 
splitting. 
3.3. Let us recall that a module M is called a brick [ 141 if End M is a 
skew lield. We then have the following result: 
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent for an iterated tilted 
algebra B: 
(i) B is offinite representation type. 
(ii) Every indecomposable is a brick. 
(iii) For every brick MB, ExtA(M, M) = 0. 
Again, the proof of [ 141 extends easily from the tilted case to the present 
situation. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let B be an iterated tilted algebra of type A, where A is a 
Dynkin graph, then r, has no oriented cycles. 
Proof. We shall use induction on the length of a going-down tilting series 
used to reach B. The result being obvious for any hereditary algebra of type 
A, let us assume it for the iterated tilted algebra A and let T, be a splitting 
tilting module such that B = End TA . 
Let M, + M, + . . . + M, + M, be an oriented cycle in I-,. If all the Mi 
(0 < i < m) belong to .X(TA) (respectively, y(T,)), this cycle is the image 
of an oriented cycle in ,F(T,) (respectively, B(T,)), because A is of finite 
representation type, and this contradicts the hypothesis that f, has no 
oriented cycles. Thus there exists an 0 < i < m such that Mi E .F(r,) and 
Mi+, E ,jY(TA) (where we agree to set M,+I = M,). But then 
Hom,(M,, Mi+ ,) # 0, and this is impossible, because Mi is torsion while 
Mi+ , is torsion-free. 
The absence of oriented cycles in I-, implies the following properties: 
(1) Indecomposable B-modules are uniquely determined by their 
dimension-vectors. 
(2) Any indecomposable B-module M can be written as M = 5~‘P, 
where t > 0 and P, is an indecomposable projective B-module. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be an algebra offinite representation type with 
r, simply connected, TA be a splitting tilting module, and B = End T, . Then 
r, is simply connected. 
ProoJ If r, is not simply connected, there must exist in r, a closed 
(non-oriented) path w which is not null-homotopic. We can of course assume 
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some invariants related to the quadratic form describing/i. We get the order 
of the group SG(A) and, in particular, a characterization of Bass orders and 
Bass quadratic forms for which the genus consists of only one spinor genus. 
1. SPINOR GENERA OF ORDERS 
Let R be a Dedekind ring with quotient field F and P(R) the set of non- 
zero prime ideals ofR. Let A be a finitely dimensional central simple F- 
algebra and A an R-order in A, that is, an R-algebra in A containing R, 
tinitely generated as an R-module and such that FA = A. If p E P(R) and X 
is an R-module, then X, will always denote the completion of X in the p-adic 
topology. If X is an R-algebra, we write X’ or U(X) to denote the group of 
invertible elements ofX. We denote by N the reduced norm from A to F or 
A,toF,forpEP(R). 
Two R-orders in A are said to be of the same type if they are R- 
isomorphic. Two R-orders A and A ’ in A are in the same genus if for each 
p E P(R) the orders A, and A: are R6isomorphic. This means that for each 
p E P(R) there is a,E A; such that A;= a+ipa;‘. The orders A and A’ are 
in the same spinor genus if there is a E A’ and for each p E P(R) an element 
a,E A; with N(a,) = 1 such that A;= aa,A,a;‘a-‘. 
It is well-known in the theory of quadratic forms that ‘in order to get infor- 
mation about the number of classes in a genus of quadratic forms it is 
convenient o discuss separately the number of classes in a spinor genus and 
the number of spinor genera in a genus. If F is a global field and the algebra 
A satisfies the Eichler condition relative to R [ 14, p. 1741, then there is only 
one type of orders in each spinor genus. This is an easy consequence of the 
strong approximation theorem in A which is valid in this case [ 14, p. 1761. 
More exactly: 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. If the group of elements of A with reduced norm 
equal to 1 has the property of strong approximation, then each spinor genus 
of R-orders in A consists of only one type. 
Proof. The assumption implies that for each R-order A in A and 
elements a,E A, with N(a,) = 1 given for all p E S, where S is an arbitrary 
finite subset of P(R), there is a E A with N(a) = 1 such that a E A, if p E 
P(R)\S and a;’ a E A, if p E S. If A ’ is an order belonging to the spinor 
genus of/i, then we may assume that AI, = ad ,,a; i, where ap E A,, 
N(a,) = 1 for each p E P(R) and ap= 1 almost everywhere. Let a E A be an 
element whose existence follows from the strong approximation theorem 
applied for A and the set S consisting of all p E P(R) such that a,# 1. Then 
it is easy to check that A’ = cula-‘. 
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The problem concerning the number of spinor genera in a genus of orders 
can be treated in a similar way as the corresponding problem in the theory of 
quadratic forms by introducing a group whose elements are in a one-to-one 
correspondence with the spinor genera. 
Let A be an arbitrary finite dimensional separable F-algebra and A an R- 
order in A. Let A” = JJ’ A,, where the product is over all p E P(R) and if & = 
(a,,) E A”, then ap E A p almost everywhere. We shall often use the well-known 
“local-global principle” describing R-modules L on A in terms of the 
completions L, for p E P(R) ( see, e.g., [ 1, Q 4, Theoreme 3 and Proposition 4, 
Corollaire]). In particular, if Z=(~,)E~‘, then there is exactly one A-lattice 
L such that L,= ap(ip for each p E P(R). We shall write L = &I. On the 
other side, if L is a right A-lattice on A which is locally free, that is, 
L,=a,A, with a,EA; for PEP(R), then &=(aJEx’ and L=&4. We 
shall write N(5) = 1 if f= (E,,) E 2 and N(sJ = 1 for each p E P(R). 
We say that two locally free right A-lattices L and L’ on A are in the 
same spinor class if L’ is A-isomorphic to CL, where FE A” and N(E) = 1. 
The equivalence classes of this relation will be denoted by [L],,. If L = &A 
and L’ = a”A, define [&A],, + [&‘A],, = [&?‘A],,. It is very easy to check 
that we get a well-defined commutative group operation in the set of spinor 
classes of locally free right A-lattices on A. This group will be denoted by 
Xl(A) and called the spinor class group ofA. The quotient of SCl(A) by the 
subgroup of classes [L],, having a representant L such that O,(L) = A, 
where O,(A) = {a E A: aL c L}, will be denoted by SG(A) and called the 
group of spinor genera in the genus of A. The class of L in SG(A) will be 
denoted by [L],,. Before we give some examples of groups just defined and 
discuss their relations to other class groups of orders, let us note that SG(A) 
really gives a group structure in the set of spinor genera of orders in the 
genus of A : 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. Let A be a central simple F-algebra and A an R- 
order in A. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements 
of SG(A) and the spinor genera of orders in the genus ofA. 
ProojI Since O,(aA) = 6AcS- I, it is easy to check that if L and L’ 
represent he same element of SG(A), then the orders O,(L) and O,(L’) are 
in the same spinor genus. If [L],, # [L’lsg, then these orders belong to 
different spinor genera, and evidently each spinor genus in the genus of A 
can be obtained in this way. 
(1.3) Remark. Let U’(x) = {a” E 2: N(c) = 1) and let U’(J) be the 
commutator subgroup of U(J). Let R = fl A,, where the product is over all 
p E P(R). It is easy to see that SCl(A) z U@)/(U’@) U(A) U(J)), where 
U(A) is embedded iagonally into U(J). It was proved in [ 14, p. 1671 that 
Cl(A) r U(A”)/(U’(A) U(A) U(J)), w h ere Cl(A) is the locally free ideal class 
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group of A. The elements of Cl(A) are the stable isomorphism classes 
WI,,. The inclusion U’(x) c U’(& defines a natural epimorphism 
p: Cl(A)-+ SCl(A) which maps the stable class [&I],, onto the spinor class 
[&I],,. The kernel of this homomorphism is certainly trivial if F is a global 
field and A is a central simple F-algebra. In fact, if we define SK,(A) = 
U’(&/U’@) (an idllic version of SK,(A)), then SK,(J) is trivial for global 
fields (see, e.g., [7, p. 1681). Hence Ker(p) is trivial in this case, and conse- 
quently, Cl(A) r SCl(A) ( see also [9, p. 1151). It would be interesting to 
know whether p is an isomorphism if and only if SK,@) is trivial. 
(1.4) Remark. The definitions of groups SCl(A) and SG(A) can be 
easily generalized to reflexive orders over arbitrary normal rings (that is, 
noetherian integrally closed domains). If R is such a ring and P(R) the set of 
prime ideals of R of height 1, then for each reflexive R-order ,4 the spinor 
classes of A-lattices L such that L,= a&,, with a,E A; for each p E P(R) 
form the group SCl(A) under the group operation defined as previously. The 
key point is that the “local-global principle” is still valid in this case (see [ 1, 
5 4, Theoreme 3 and Proposition 4, Corollaire]). Let us also note that in the 
light of the results of [ 141 cited in (1.3), it is possible to give a definition of 
Cl@), when A is a reflexive R-order (R normal) in an arbitrary finite dimen- 
sional F-algebra by using the commutator group U’(J) instead of U’(x). In 
fact, defining two locally free right A-lattices L = &4 and L’ = a”A in the 
same (commutator) class if L’ = aEL, where a E A’ and CE U’(J), it is 
equally easy to check that the equivalence classes form an abelian group 
under the operation [&A],, + [&‘A],, = [@‘A],,. Note that [L],, = [List if 
R is a Dedekind ring and A is separable over F by [ 14, p. 1671. 
(1.5) EXAMPLE. Let E be a two-dimensional semisimple Q-algebra and 
A a Z-order in E. Then SCl(A) z Cl(A)/Cl(A)*. In order to prove this, let us 
note that L is a A-lattice such that L = &! with N(c) = 1 if and only if 
L =Xcr(X)-’ for a locally free A-lattice X and the non-trivial Q- 
automorphism of E. In fact, if N(a,) = 1, then a,, = x~u(xJ-~ for an element 
xi, E E, by Hilbert’s Theorem 90 if E, is a field. The same is trivially true if 
E, is not a field. Since a@= 1 almost everywhere, X exists by the “local- 
global principle.” Conversely, if L = Xc(X)-‘, then clearly L = &I with 
N(&) = 1. Note now that L =X’N(X)-‘, where N is the norm from E to Q. 
Thus, if L is a locally free A-lattice, then [L],, = [Alsc if and only if 
L = aX*, where a E E and X is a locally free A-lattice. This proves our 
assertion. Let us note that the group SCl(A) is closely related to the well- 
known group of genera of primitive binary quadratic forms with determinant 
equal to the discriminant of A and it is not difficult to compute its order (see, 
e.g., [6, 14.6 and p. 3551). 
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(1.6) EXAMPLES. If A = M,(F) and ,4 is a maximal R-order in A, then 
SG(A) = Cl(R)/Cl(R)“. In fact, A = End,(P), where P is a projective R- 
module of rank n. Using Steinitz’ Theorem it is not difficult to prove that the 
spinor genera of orders in the genus of/i are in a one-to-one correspondence 
with the elements of Cl(R)/Cl(R)” [ 13, Section 3, Satz 31. This result can 
also be proved using the description of SG(A) given in (1.8). A similar result 
is true if A is a hereditary order with discriminant d(A) = a in, e.g., A = 
M,(F). In this case, SG(A) = Cl(R)/G,G,, where G, is the subgroup of 
Cl(R) generated by the ideal classes [p] such that p 1 a, while G, is the 
subgroup of Cl(R) generated by the ideal classes [p’], where pja (see 
(2, (5.1), (5.7)] or [ 13, pp. 385-3861). Let F be a global field and A a 
generalized quaternion F-algebra, that is, a central simple algebra of 
dimension 4 over F. If A satisfies the Eichler condition relative to R and /i is 
a hereditary R-order with discriminant d(A) = a, then SG(A) = 
Cl,(R)/G, G,, where Cl,(R) is the ray class group and G,, G, are defined as 
above. This result follows easily from (1.1) and [2, (5.1)]. In the next section 
we compute SG(A) for Bass (and semi-Bass) orders in quaternion algebras 
over the rational numbers. 
For the rest of this section, let A be a central simple F-algebra. We shall 
describe the groups SG(A) in a way more suitable for computations. Let 
F,, = n’ F;/Fp”, where the product is over all p E P(R) and consists of the 
images of vectors (a,,) such that a,E F; and a,E R; almost everywhere. We 
shall denote by K,(X) the image of the subset X of F; in F6JF’i. Let O&4) be 
the subgroup of FJF: generated by ~c,(N(a$), where a,E A, and 
a,A,a,’ =A,. ~#(a~)) will be called the norm of the automorphism 
induced by at,. Let O(A) = n O&4), p E P(R). O(A) is a subgroup of F,, by 
the following observation: 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. If A is a separable maximal R-order in a central 
simple F-algebra A, where R is a discrete valuation ring, then O(A) c KJR’). 
If A z M,(F), then O(A) = K,,(R’). 
Proof. Since aAa - ’ = A implies that aA is a two-sided A-ideal, we get 
aA = a/i, where a E F [7, (26.23)]. H ence N(a) = a”N(y) and N(y) E R’, so 
O(A) c rc,(R’). If A g M,,(R), then the converse inclusion is obvious. 
Let DN(A’) be the subgroup of p” consisting of the images of all vectors 
(a,) with up E F; and a,, = IV(a) for an element a E A’. Let 
SG*(A) =&/(@(A) DN(A’)). 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. There is a monomorphism I: SG(A ) + SG*(A) such 
that l(W lsp) = k(W,)))9 w h ere & = (a,) E A’*. If F is a globalfield, then 
I is an isomorphism. 
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N 7 E; . If E, is indecomposable, and h, is not an isomorphism it factors 
through the right almost split map rA4@ E, -+ E,. But it cannot factor 
through rM, by hypothesis, then, if E, # 0, there exists a non-zero map 
h,: N-+ E, such that h, =f2h2. 
By induction, either N q E, for some i < t, or there exists a non-zero map 
h t+,:N-tE,+, such that h, =fi+ I h,, i: if E, 3 E; 0 E; with [E;] E 9 and if 
neither of the maps pih,: N + Ej (i = 1,2) is an isomorphism, they factor 
through El?, . Hence the same is true for h, = (p, +pJ h,. If 
Hoq, (EjS:, , rM) # 0, we cannot have N 2; Ejf/, , since by hypothesis 
N E 9+ (M). We must then go up to E,, 1 ; that is to say, there exists a non- 
zero map h,, ,: N + E,, 1 such that h, =fi+, h,, , . This is still more evident if 
E, is indecomposable. 
Since for some m we have E, = 0, it follows that [N] E Y(f,). Similarly, 
if there exists a non-zero map hi: N-+F, with h =g,h;, we have 
PI E =WgJ 
Finally, to show that 9+(M) 1 P(f,)UY(g,), we must prove that, if 
[E,] E P(fi), then the map f, fi . . .f,: El+ M is non-zero. Indeed, let us 
assume that t is minimal such that f, fi .a. f, = 0. Since f, is an irreducible 
map, it is either a monomorphism or an epimorphism. But the minimality of 
t implies that fi . . . f, # 0; hence f, is an epimorphism. Therefore K = Ker f, 
is indecomposable, since it is the kernel of an irreducible epimorphism 131. 
On the other hand, f,( f2 . . . f,) = 0 implies the existence of a map g: E, + K 
such that fi . . . f, is the composition of g and of the canonical inclusion 
u:K-tE,: 
O-b 
g 
M+O 
We now claim that the canonical inclusion u: K + E, cannot factor over 
f2: E, + E,. For, if this were the case, the non-zero map V: K -+ E, would 
induce an amalgamated sum (“pushout”); 
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and the commutative square: 
u 
K-E 
1 
would induce a unique map 1: L -+ E, such that Iv’ = l,,. In particular, v’ is 
a section, and E, is a direct summand of L. By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, 
this implies that the lower sequence does not split, and hence that 
Extf,(M, E2) # 0. This however, is contradicted by 
Extf,(M, E,) = D Horn,@,, rM) = 0. 
It follows that u: K +E, must factor through the irreducible map 
uf,: rM+ E, corresponding to f,: E, -+M. That is to say, there exists a map 
w: K + rM such that u = (uf,)w. In particular, since u is a monomorphism, 
so is w. But now g: E, -+ K is a non-zero map, since fi .a. f, # 0; hence 
wg: E,+ rM is also non-zero, and this contradicts the fact that 
Horn, (E,, M) = 0. 
This contradiction completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remarks. With the above notations: 
1. If [N,], [N,] E Y(f,), either Hom,(N,, N,)# 0 or else 
Horn, (N, , N,) # 0. 
2. Let A satisfy the conditions of the Proposition, T, be a tilting 
module, and B = End TA. We assume that B is given by a bounden species, 
and take i to be a vertex of its graph. Ifj, h are two neighbours of i, and T(i), 
T(j), T(h) are the corresponding indecomposable summands of T,, then 
either they belong to the same prefactor (postfactor) set, or not. These two 
cases are illustrated in Fig. 3. The map T(h) + T(i) + T(j) is non-zero in the 
first case, and zero in the second. 
FIGURE 3 
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3. COROLLARY. Let A be an algebra satisfying the conditions of the 
Proposition, T, a splitting tilting module, and B = End T, . Then the 
Auslander-Reiten graph I-+, of B satisfies (r,). 
Proof: Assume that we have a full connected subgraph of I-, of the form: 
[RI + [PI 
with P, indecomposable projective. Then P E $Y(T,); hence R, N,, 
N, E jY(TA). Let us apply the functor -0 BT,.,: P, @ BTA = TL is an 
indecomposable summand of T,. Also, this functor being exact in j?(T,), 
R @ T + Ti is a monomorphism. Hence the maps Ni @ T+ R @ T+ T’ 
(i = 1, 2) are non-zero. Now, there is no non-zero map from R @ T to ST’, 
for, 
Hom,(R @ T, TT’) = D Exti(T’, R 0 T) = 0. 
By the Proposition, [R @ T] belongs to one of the sectional paths on [T’], 
which we shall denote by 9. Thus, [N, @ T] and (N, @ T], for the same 
reason, belong to 9, and hence there exists a non-zero map from N, 0 T to 
N, @ T (or from N, @ T to N, @ 7). But then, returning to mod B via the 
functor Hom,(T, -), we obtain a non-zero map from N, to N, (or from N, to 
N,), an absurdity. This shows the first half of (r,), the second half is dual. 
4.3, DEFINITION. Let k be a commutative field. A k-species 
z = CFi, iMj)i,jPI with relation ideal R = @i,j iRj is said to satisfy the 
properties (/I) if it satisfies: 
@I,) the graph G of 2T is a tree, 
@,) there is a vertex i, such that FiO = F, and for all i # i,, Fi = E, 
where E and F are two skew fields, finite-dimensional over the common 
central subfield k, and such that dim FE = 2. Moreover, if iMj # 0, then 
$lj=FEE if i= i, and &fj = EEE otherwise. 
(/I,) i, has at most two neighbours, and, if it is so, then i + i, -j, and 
there is a relation on the subspecies E --+E~* F +fEt E defined by an 
epimorphism ,u: EEF @ FEE -+ EEE. 
v4) all relations are of length two, and the only relations besides (u) 
are the zero-relations, 
(p,) each vertex of G has at most four neighbours, 
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(/I,) if a vertex 1 has four neighbours, then G contains a full connected 
subgraph of the form: 
Jpz 
=3 
_------- i 
4 
with the indicated zero-relations, 
(p,) if a vertex I has three neighbours, there is a full connected 
subgraph of one of the forms 
it&-i 
1 --._ *,' 3 -- 
or 
with the indicated zero-relation. 
With this terminology, the main theorem can be stated as: 
THEOREM. Let k be a perfect field, and B be a finite dimensional k- 
algebra, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) B is iterated tilted of type iB n, 
(b) the bounden species (Z, R) of B satisfies the properties da), 
(c) the Auslander-Reiten graph r, of B is finite, simply connected, 
and satisfies (T,) and (r,). 
The proof of the theorem will be divided into three parts. 
4.4. LEMMA. The bounden k-species of an iterated tilted algebra B of 
type IB, satisfies (j3), and moreover, its Auslander-Reiten graph satisfies (T,) 
and (T,). 
Proof: We shall use induction on the length of a going-down tilting series 
needed to reach B. Let thus A be an iterated tilted algebra satisfying the 
stated properties, and TA be a splitting tilting module such that B = End TA . 
We already know, by Corollary (4.2.3), that r, satisfies (r,). We shah now 
show that the bounden species (Z, R) of B satisfies ($3); let G, be the graph 
of Z: 
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@,) If G, is not a tree, it has a full subgraph G’ which is a (non- 
oriented) cycle. Since G, does not contain oriented cycles, G’ always 
contains at least one source and one sink. We shall thus consider three cases: 
(i) Assume that there are on G’ two paths from i to j bound by a 
relation: 
if this is the case then Hom,(P( j), P(i)) # 0 and hence in r, the module 
r(j) lies on one of the sectional paths over T(i). Now, by our assumption on 
G’, there are two different oriented paths from P(j) to P(i), and this is 
impossible. Hence the only relations that may occur in G’ are linear 
relations. 
We shall consider the two remaining cases after proving the properties 
@A Co,) and (Pd. 
(p,) F must appear at least once in (Z, R), for, if End 7’(i) = E for every 
indecomposable summand 7’(i) of T, then the semisimple part of B = End TA 
contains only copies of E. In particular, End, T j; A. For the same reason, 
we cannot have more than one copy of F. The second assertion follows from 
the fact that if flj # 0, fljq E,,dP($IomB(J’(j), P(i)),,,.,j, 5 
End mHom~(T(.h T(i))End T(j) 3 and the construction of the sectional paths. 
Q3,) The first part is evident: indeed, if T(i) is such that End 7’(i) = F, 
then, by VI), [T(i)] is a border point. Hence there exists exactly one 
sectional path ending at [T(i)] and exactly one starting from [T(i)], from 
which it follows that i has at most two neighbours. On the other hand, these 
neighbours cannot be from the orbit 9; hence their endomorphism rings are 
all equal to E. Now the subspecies E -+ F+ E, if not bound, is of infinite 
representation type, we must then have a relation of length two. Let T(h) and 
T(j) be the indecomposable summands of T, which correspond to the 
neighbours of F: it is clear by the construction of the sectional paths that 
End T,h,HomA(W)2 T@))md T(j) S GE- 
Thus the relation is defined by an epimorphism ~1: EEfi @ ,.E, -+ EEE. 
(J?,) Let us take an arbitrary (linear) relation i, + i, +- . - - + i, of length 
r. Let P(i,) ,..., P(i,) be the indecomposable projective B-modules, and 
T(i, ),-., T(i,) be the indecomposable summands of T, corresponding to the 
above vertices: we then have mappings T(i,) + T(i,) + . .. -+ T(i,) bound by 
a minimal relation. Using the prefactor and postfactor sets of T(i,), we see 
that r = 3. Moreover, we have only three possibilities: 
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1. Hom,(T(i,), T(i,)) = 0: we have a zero-relation, 
2. Hom,(T(i,), T(i,)) 7 EEE and End T(i,) = F: we then have the 
relation @), 
3. Hom,(T(i,), T(i,)) 2; EEE and End T(iJ = E: we have no relation in 
this case. 
@,) G, is a tree, following: 
(ii) As a second step, we show that there necessarily exists a zero 
relation on the non-oriented cycle G’. Let us suppose indeed that we have 
only a linear relation (,D) on the cycle G’ with m vertices (say): 
,---‘-r- --* , 
/” 
t F --“E 
\ E ___-_____--______ E 
then we claim that this cycle is of infinite representation type. 
Let us indeed consider the Euclidean species Z’ 
E 
1 - E2, 
-----------------------E 
3 
(where Ei = E for all i = 1, 2,..., m). It is of type A,- ,[7], so of infinite 
representation type. Now, an indecomposable representation X = (Xi, ,qi) of 
Z’ induces an indecomposable representation of G’. Indeed, let 
YF = X, @ EEF, and cp be the composition of the maps: 
X, 0 ,&F 0 &E -X, aEEFBfEE 
--X&EEqX,. 
We have thus defined a representation 
X’ - 
of the subspecies G’. Clearly _X, is indecomposable, because _X is. Thus, to 
each & belonging to an infinite family of indecomposable representations of 
Z’, we can associate an &‘, thus showing that G’ is of intinite representation 
type. 
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(iii) We have proved that there exists at least one zero-relation on one 
of the two (non-oriented) paths from the source i to the sink j. Hence 
rad P(i) is decomposable, with indecomposable summands R, and R,, and, 
on the other hand, there are two irreducible maps of domain P(j) and 
respective codomains M, and M,. Since r, is path connected, there exists a 
path wi from M, to R, (i = 1,2). Now w, and w2 are clearly non-homotopic, 
since they factor over exactly one indecomposable summand of rad P(i) and 
this contradicts the fact that I’, is simply connected. 
This completes the proof of (J?,). 
#I,) If i is a vertex of G, and j a neighbour of i, T(j) must be either a 
postfactor or a prefactor of T(i). This remark, together with (4.2.2), shows 
GCJ 
(p6) If 1 has four neighbours i,, i,, i, and i,, by passing to the 
corresponding indecomposable summands of T, necessarily each of the T(i,) 
(1 < t Q 4) lies on exactly one of the sectional paths in the prefactor and 
postfactor sets determined by T(l). 
(/?,) If I has three neighbours, i,, i, and i,, then two of the indecom- 
posable summands T(i,) (1 Q t < 3) are necessarily in the same prefactor (or 
postfactor) set as T(I), while the third one is not. 
There only remains to show (r,): 
(i) Let us first assume that MB is projective, say M = P(j), then, by 
(p,), rad M, has at most two non-isomorphic summands N’ and N”. Since 
ME j!(T,), N’ and N” also belong to ‘$?(T,). Passing to mod A via the 
functor - 0 BTA, we have that N’ @ T, N” @ T and P(j) @ T = T(j) all 
belong to g(T,), and moreover T(j) is an indecomposable summand of T, . 
Since we have at most two linearly independent maps from N’ 0 T to T(j) 
(respectively, N” @ T to T(j)), we have at most two linearly independent 
maps from N’ to P(j) (respectively, N” to P(j)). 
On the other hand, by construction of the prefactor sets, there exist two 
linearly independent maps from N’ to P(j) if and only if N’ @ T E <P+ (T(j)) 
is a border point of endomorphism ring F (and then, by (&), N” 0 T is 
necessarily of endomorphism ring E; and hence there exists only one map 
from N” to P(j)). But the equivalence d(T,) 3: jY(TA) implies that N’ is a 
border point of endomorphism ring F, while N” is not. 
(ii) The same reasoning holds if M is injective. 
(iii) Finally, consider the Auslander-Reiten sequence 
with the MCi’ indecomposables. It is clear that we have r - 1 linearly 
independent homomorphisms from L to N. 
481/84/2-7 
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(a) If NE $Y(r,), then L, M”’ E ,$?(TA) and then there are r - 1 
linearly independent maps from L 0 BTA to N @ BTA. The induction 
hypothesis gives that T < 3 and r = 3 if and only if two linearly independent 
maps from L @ BTA to N @ BTA factor through the border .9 of Z, . Hence 
two linearly independent maps from L to N factor through the border of Z,, 
and M(l) 7 IV’*’ has endomorphism ring F. 
(b) The case L E .S”(T,) is treated in the obvious dual manner. 
(c) There remains the case L E ,jY(T,) and N E.fl(T,). We can 
assume that M(r) is projective, and another indecomposable summand of 
Of=, M”’ is injective, otherwise we would obtain a contradiction to (a) or 
(b). Namely, if the middle term has no projective direct summand, and r > 4 
(respectively, r = 3 and the three middle terms are non-isomorphic) we have 
four irreducible maps of codomain L E fX(T,) (respectively, three 
irreducible maps with non-isomorphic sources). Similarly, we must have an 
injective summand. 
Let us assume that this injective direct summand is different from M’“. 
That is, that M”’ = P(i) and M’*’ = Z(j), for i,j E G,. Since there exists a 
non-zero map from L to Z(j), we must have Lj ~0. On the other hand, L 
being a direct summand of radP(i), P(Qj # 0. But we also have Z(j), # 0. 
We claim that this implies Nj # 0. Since the dimensions of all the spaces 
concerned do not exceed two, this is indeed always the case except if 
dim Lj = dim Z(j)j + dim P(i)j, that is, if dim Lj = 2, dim Zoi = 1 = 
dim P(i)j. We would then have two linearly independent maps: u,, 
u2: P(j) -+ L and only one P(j) + P(i). Thus, combining U: L + M’” = P(i) 
with u,, u2, we obtain UU, = vu, (up to a scalar multiple). But v is the 
inclusion of L as a direct summand of rad P(i), in particular it is a 
monomorphism. Hence U, = uI, an absurdity. Therefore Nj # 0. But this 
contradicts the fact that N is a direct summand of Z(j)/soc Z(j). Conse- 
quently, M’” is projective - injective, that is, M(‘) = P(i) = Z(j). 
Let thus GI, = Supp M (l) Since G, is a tree, G; is of the form . 
and is maximal for the property of not containing zero-relations. Hence 
rad P(i) and Z(j)/soc Z(j) are indecomposable and defined on Gi. Thus, the 
given Auslander-Reiten sequence contains only modules defined on CL, and 
is in fact given as 
&) = P(i) = I(j) 
LY 
\ 
\ &p) YN = L/S 0) 
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Indeed, we have two cases: let i, be the vertex of GB such that Fi, = F. 
(1) i,@G;thenG;=(EtEe... cE)isoftypeA,,and theresult 
is trivial, 
(2) i,E@,, then i, # i,j, otherwise GL would be of type I3, and 
would not have an indecomposable projective-injective. But this means that 
CL is in fact of the form 
,.-‘P --\ 
EcEt . . . +-EtFtEt .a. tE. 
Now, the representation P(i) = I(j) is of the form 
P(i)=I(j)=(E,cE,c .e. +E,LE,,e’-EEE+ ... tEEtEE). 
Hence 
L=radP(i)=(E,tE,t.+. tE,AE,.d-EEEe .-a tEEtO) 
and 
L/S(j)=(OcE,caee tE,e!f--E,.+-!--EEt... tE,tO) 
which is obviously indecomposable xcept if i, is the only vertex between i 
and j, and finally 
N= (OtE,t . . . tE,zE,.e-r-EE+ .a. tEEtEE), 
In other words, we have obtained an Auslander-Reiten sequence with only 
two middle terms. There only remains the case where i, is the only vertex 
between i and j, that is, Gf, is 
,-p- . 
Eh-Fci 
It has the Auslander-Reiten graph 
(121) 
/ \ 
(low (120) (021) (01) 
\ / \ /’ \ /” 
(110) (010) (011) 
(where modules are represented by their dimension-vectors). The Auslander- 
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G B 
FIGURE 4 
Reiten sequence of the central square has three middle terms, two of them 
being isomorphic border points of endomorphism ring F. However, a border 
point for Gf, is also a border point for G, (cf. [ 13, p. 1481). This completes 
the proof of (r,), and hence of the lemma. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let B be a finite-dimensional k-algebra whose bounden 
species (Z, R) satisfies properties (/3), then B is iterated tilted of type IB,, 
where n is the number of vertices in the graph G, of the species C. 
Proof. By applying reflection functors and, if necessary, passing to the 
opposite algebra, we can assume that we have the situation shown in Fig. 4 
for a suitable numbering of the points, where GA, G; can be empty, and w is 
a linear oriented path from r to 1, maximal with the property of not 
containing a relation. We shall construct a module T, such that: 
(a) T, is a tilting module, 
(b) (K(T,), ,F(T,)) is a splitting torsion theory, 
(c) the bounden species of A = End T, satisfies (/I), 
(d) there is at most one relation less. 
We can thus apply the same process to A and ultimately obtain a species 
satisfying (/3) but without relations; hence of type U3,. The subgraph w is 
linear, and without relations; hence of type A,. or [B,. We thus have three 
possible cases to consider: 
(1) G, is of the form 
E1+E2c...+E 
r-l G-E +,E 
'. r , “-0 .* I 
where Ei = E for all i. 
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(2) G, is of the form 
Eg-E2c...cE 
r-l 
+F GE G” 1” , \ 
‘L 
0’ B 
-- -- e*- 
iL 
where Ej = E for i # r, and F, = F. Here, GA is empty, by cc,). 
(3) G, is of the form 
F1+E2t . . . cE 
I-C-1 
F-E tE G” 
I- : B 
\ , . om-’ 
where F,=F, and Ei=E for if 1. 
In the first and third case, we define 
T(i) = P(r)/P(r - i) for l<i<r-I 
and 
T(j) = P(j) for r<j<n. 
In the second case, we define 
T(i) = P(r) @ P(r)/P(r - i) for l<i<r--1 
and 
T(j) = P(j) for r<j<n. 
Clearly, these modules are indecomposables. Let T, = @y=, T(i). We note 
that T, has the form shown in Fig. 5. Observe that T(1) is a summand of 
rad P(S). 
(a) TB is a tilting module: 
(Tl) If r<i<n, then pdT(i)=O. If l<i<r- 1, T(i) has the 
following projective resolution in the first and third cases: 
0 -+ P(r - i) --t P(r) -+ T(i) + 0 
and the following in the second case: 
0 + P(r - i) --t P(r) @ P(r) + T(i) + 0. 
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FIGURE 5 
(T2) It suffices to show that Extb(T(i), T(j)) = 0 for 1 < i < r - 1 and 
T Q j Q n. Now, Extk(T(i), T(j)) = D Hom,(T(j), ST(~)). But Hom,(T(j), 
ST(~)) = 0 by construction, since the support of rT(i) is in fact w\(r}. 
(T3) We shall exhibit a short exact sequence 0 + P, -+ T& + Ti -+ 0, 
with T’, T” E addT, for every indecomposable projective P,. If PB = P(j) 
with r <j < n, there is nothing to show, while if PB = P(i) with 1 < i < I - 1, 
the required sequences are as in (Tl). 
(b) The torsion theory (K(T,), X(TB)) is splitting: 
Let first MB be an indecomposable such that Mj = 0 for all r <j < rz, then 
Hom,(T, M) = 0: indeed, it is clear that Hom,(P(j), M) = 0 for all r <j < n, 
and, on the other hand, if, for some 1 < i < r - 1, there exists a non-zero 
map from T(i) to M, there also exists a non-zero map from P(r) to M, a 
contradiction. Thus M E .F(TB). Next, let MB be an indecomposable module 
such that Mj # 0 for some r Q j < n, then: 
I- I 
Ext;(T, M) = @ Ext;(T(i), M) 
i= 1 
r-1 
= @ D Horn&M, rT(i)) 
i= 1 
=o 
by construction. Hence MB E &(T,). Thus: 
.F(T,)={Mr,~Mj=Oforallr<j<n}, 
K(T,)={M,(Mi#Oforsomer<j<rrn). 
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(c) The bounden species of A = End T, satisfies (/3): 
Indeed, let G, be the bounden graph of A, then in the three different cases, 
G, takes respectively the forms 
(1) G; +E r-1 c- . . . 6-E 1 c r G;; 
where Ei = E for all i, 
where E,=E for ifr, and F,=F, 
.* 9.. , 
(3) GA 
‘\ 
Er c E 
r-1 
t . , . t E' c F + E' 
2 1 G;; 
where Ei = E for i # 1, and F, = F. 
In all three cases, GJ, = G; and G; = G;; (for, the vertices lying inside GL 
and G; correspond to indecomposable projectives). Obviously, there are no 
maps from the T(i) (1 Q i < r - 1) to projectives corresponding to vertices in 
GL, and similarly, no maps from projectives corresponding to vertices of Gk 
to the T(i) (1 < i Q r - 1). On the other hand, all the mappings from the 
projectives corresponding to the vertices of GL to the T(i) (1 < i < r - 1) 
must factor over P(r), and all the mappings from the T(i) to the projectives 
corresponding to the vertices of G; must factor over P(s). This shows that 
G, has the above form. 
Next, the relations which took place inside G; and G; remain the same: 
suppose there was a relation ending at r and starting in CL at i’, then we get 
obviously the same relation 
in G, . If the relation ending at r started in G,” at i”, we get the same relation 
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in G;. We claim that there are no new relations: such relations can only 
start at a vertex 1 < i ,< r - 1 and end in Gi, or else start at a vertex of Gi 
and end at a vertex 1 < i < r - 1. Let us suppose that we have a relation 
from 1 < i < r - 1 to i’ E GL . Since every mapping P(i’) -+ T(i) factors over 
P(r), such a relation must already exist between i’ and r, hence inside GA. 
Similarly, if i” E Gj is such that there exists a relation from the vertex i” to 
1 < i < r - 1, every non-zero map T(i) + P(i”) gives a non-zero map 
P(r) + P(i”); hence such a relation already exists between r and i”. Note that 
in the first and second case, there is no relation anymore between r - 1 and 
s. In the third case, we have a subspecies of the form E + F + E. Now, 
Hom,(TP), T’s)) zi EEE, since T(2) and T(s) have both their supports 
contained in G, = GB\{ 1 }, which is the graph of an iterated tilted algebra of 
type A,,, so we have the relation @), 
(a) There is at most one relation less: 
In the first and second cases, there is in fact exactly one relation less. In 
the third, we have restored one map, but substituted a relation by another. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that in G,, F has two neighbours; hence, applying 
the process once more to A, we would have exactly one relation less. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
4.6. Proof of the Theorem. Lemma (4.4) shows that (a) implies (b) and 
(c) and Lemma (4.5) that (b) implies (a). In order to show that (c) implies 
(b), we let B be an algebra of finite representation type, with r, simply 
connected, and satisfying (r,) and (r,). Applying the proof of Lemma (4.4) 
to the trivial tilting module T, = B,, we see that the bounden species (Z, R) 
of End TR = B satisfies (j3). 
5. ITERATED TILTED ALGEBRAS OF TYPE C,, 
The same method can be used to classify the iterated tilted algebras of 
type C, . In this case, properties (r,) and (r,) of the Auslander-Reiten graph 
r, of the finite-dimensional k-algebra B will be as follows: 
(rl) There are at most two arrows in r, with a prescribed source or 
target. 
Let M, N be indecomposable B-modules, then 
and 
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Moreover, there exists a unique r-orbit $9 of r, entirely consisting of 
border points and such that, if Irr(M, N) # 0, then 
I EndNWM WI = 2 if and only if [M] E Q, 
and 
I WM WEndMI =2 if and only if [N] E 97. 
(2-i) If PB is an indecomposable projective, and [R] -+ [P] is an arrow 
of r,, then there is at most one arrow of target [RI. Dually, if IB is indecom- 
posable injective, and [I] -+ [J] is an arrow of r,, then there is at most one 
arrow of source [J]. 
A k-species C = (Fi, $fj)i,je, with relation ideal R = @i,j iRj is said to 
satisfy the properties (y) if it satisfies: 
(yr) The graph G of Z is a tree. 
(yz) There is a vertex i, such that Fio = E, and for all i # i,, Fi = F, 
where E and F are two skew fields, finite-dimensional over k, and such that 
dim FE = 2. Moreover, if &Wj # 0, then wj = FE, if j = i,, Fi = EEI if 
. . I = rO, and &fj = I;Fp otherwise. 
(y3) i, has at most two neighbours, and, if it is so, then i + i,, -j and 
there is a relation on the subspecies 
given by an epimorphism z: FEE @ EEp + FFp. 
(y4) All relations are of length two, and the only relations besides (n) 
are the zero-relations. 
(y5) Each vertex of G has at most four neighbours. 
(y6) If a vertex 1 has four neighbours, then G contains a full connected 
subgraph of the form 
5 _ __ __ _ i\J” 
JAZ 
i3 
- __ __ _ i
4 
with the indicated zero-relations. 
(7,) If a vertex 1 has three neighbours, then G contains a full 
connected subgraph of one of the forms 
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=2 
t 
i-Ad-i 
l-._ - _-’ ’ 3 
or 
A2 
t 
iI+---A+-----i 
'.__ I 3 s-- 
with the indicated zero-relation. 
We have the following theorem: 
THEOREM: Let k be a perfect field, and B be a ftnite-dimensional k- 
algebra, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) B is iterated tilted of type G n. 
(b) The bounden species of B satisfies the properties (y). 
(c) The Auslander-Reiten graph r, of B is finite, simply connected, 
and satisfies (r;) and (r;). 
6. THE RELATIONS (,u) AND (7~) 
We have seen that in the cases B,, and C,, the only relations which are 
not zero-relations are defined by one-dimensional epimorphic images of 
EEF @ FEE and FEE @ EEF, respectively. It is clear that such relations do 
always exist. For instance, one may define an epimorphism 
P,,: EEF @ IzEE + rEE by using the multiplication map 
(where x, y E E), while in the second case, an epimorphism 
q,: FEE @ EEF + FFr is given by 
no((-q +YIE)O (x2 + &Y*))=xIxz fYlY2 
(where { 1, E} is a (left and right) F-basis of E, and k, , x2, y, , y2 E F). In 
general, there may be a rather large amount of different one-dimensional 
epimorphic images of EEF @ $ZE or &E @ EEF.. Nevertheless, in some cases, 
these images are such that the resulting graph algebras are isomorphic. 
LEMMA. Let (C, R) be a bounden k-species satisfying the properties (J?) 
(respectively, (y)) d an such that F is central in E. Then, for each value of the 
epimorphism ,a in Q?,) (respectively, 7~ in (y,)) the resulting graph algebras 
are isomorphic. 
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Proof: Let (Z,R) be a bounden k-species satisfying the properties QI) 
and such that F is central in E. Then, if A@) is the graph algebra of (Z, R) 
corresponding to some value of ,u, we claim that A@) 3: A@,,), where p,, is 
the multiplication map. 
Now, the bimodule structure on the image of p can be assumed to be given 
on the left by the usual multiplication of E, and on the right, by an 
automorphism A of E such that 1 IF = 1,. We shall write A(x) =X for x E E. 
Giving the graph of I= an admissible orientation [7], the algebra A(p) can be 
identified to a lower triangular n x n matrix algebra whose diagonal entries 
are the Fi, and the (i,j)-entry is the bimodule ,&j/J?j. Thus, the 
multiplication of A(p) is given by [aii] [b,] = [cij] where cij is zero if there is 
no non-zero path from i to j, it is the ordinary matrix product xi=, uih b, if 
there is a non-zero path from i to j on which i, does not lie, and 
CihO_Iaih6hj+Ci=i,+I aih b, if i, lies on a non-zero path from i to j. 
Let us define o: A@) + A(&,) by [aij] + [a;], where ah is a, if i, > i > j 
and aij otherwise. Then it follows from the definition of the multiplication of 
A(p) that v, is an algebra homomorphism. Similarly, using the inverse field 
automorphism A-‘, we can define another homomorphism IJC A@,)-+ A(p) 
which is clearly the inverse of o. The second part of the lemma is proved in 
the same manner. 
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